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abstract: Evolution by natural selection improves fitness and may
therefore influence population trajectories. Demographic matrix
models are often employed in conservation studies to project population dynamics, but such analyses have not incorporated evolutionary dynamics. We project evolutionarily informed population
trajectories for a population of the perennial plant Trillium grandiflorum, which is declining due to high levels of herbivory by whitetailed deer. Individuals with later flowering times are less often consumed, so there is selection on this trait. We first incorporated
selection analyses into a deterministic matrix model in three ways
(corresponding to different methods that have been used for analyzing evolution in structured populations). Because it is not clear
which of these methods works best for stage-structured models, we
compared each with a more realistic, individual-based model. Deterministic models using fitness averaged over the phenotypic distribution gave trajectories that were similar to those of the individualbased model, whereas the deterministic model using fitness at the
mean phenotype gave a much faster rate of evolution than that which
was observed. This illustrates that subtle differences in the way in
which one splices evolution into demographic models can have a
large effect on expected outcomes. This study demonstrates that, by
combining demographic and selection analyses, one can gauge the
potential relevance of evolution to population dynamics and
persistence.
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There is increasing recognition that evolution can occur
on ecologically relevant timescales (Ashley et al. 2003;
Stockwell et al. 2003; Carroll et al. 2007). Several studies
have documented rapid evolution in introduced species
(e.g., Holt and Hochberg 1997; van Klinken and Edwards
2002; Garcia-Rossi et al. 2003; Cox 2004; Gilchrist et al.
2004; Maron et al. 2004), in response to changes in predation pressure (e.g., Reznick and Bryga 1996; Reznick et
al. 1996; Hargeby et al. 2004), and in response to global
change (Berteaux et al. 2004). All of these examples include
organisms that have relatively rapid generation times in
which it is possible to directly observe populations over
multiple consecutive generations and thus possible to measure responses to selection (Bone and Farres 2001; Stockwell et al. 2003). In longer-lived species, in contrast, direct
observation of a multigenerational response to selection
is impossible, and a modeling approach must be employed
to determine whether evolution is expected to significantly
influence population dynamics.
The concept of incorporating evolution (including extinction) into population dynamics has received considerable theoretical attention in recent years. Persistence in
a substandard environment is a race between demographic
processes that cause a population to decline and evolutionary processes that can sometimes permit the population’s adaptation (Holt 1990; Lynch and Lande 1993;
Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; Boulding and Hay 2001;
Holt et al. 2003). Most theoretical studies have focused
on organisms that have simple demographies (e.g., discrete
generations). However, longer-lived organisms generally
have more complex life histories, which is reflected in
variation in demographic rates as a function of age or
stage. Many threatened species have long generations. To
examine the role of evolution in modifying the population
trajectories of longer-lived species, models must incorporate more realistic assumptions about demography.
Van Tienderen (2000) outlined a straightforward approach for linking selection analyses with demographic
matrix models for structured populations. He connected
traits to population growth rate (l) using mean standardized selection gradients (which connect traits to fitness
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components) and to elasticity analyses (which connect demographic vital rates to l). Here we apply this approach
to an empirical system for which we have information
about stage-specific vital rates, trait distribution, and a
selection differential, and we ask whether natural selection
can rescue a declining population from extinction.
We suggest that van Tienderen’s (2000) approach may
provide overly optimistic assessments of the potential for
evolutionary rescue for two reasons. (1) Fitness components are evaluated for the mean phenotype, and phenotypic distribution is ignored. This may lead to higher
estimates of the population growth rate and selection gradient than do methods in which fitness components are
averaged over the phenotypic distribution. (2) The model
assumes that the amount of genetic variance available for
selection is constant and that there is no demographic
stochasticity. When populations reach small sizes, however,
genetic drift and demographic stochasticity may hamper
evolution and lead to extinction. We compare van Tienderen’s (2000) approach with two other approaches, the
first of which explicitly considers the phenotypic distribution when evaluating mean fitness and the second of
which is an individual-based modeling approach that incorporates demographic stochasticity, genetic drift, and the
potential for heritable trait variation to be exhausted by
selection.
To make these issues concrete, we construct a model
tailored to assessing the effect of natural selection on the
population trajectory of an herbaceous perennial understory plant Trillium grandiflorum. Prior study has revealed
that populations of this species are declining due to deer
herbivory (Knight 2004). Here we show that deer selectively consume early-flowering individuals. Flowering time
is known to have a genetic basis in many plant species
(Murfet 1977; Geber and Griffen 2003), and so there is
the potential for an evolutionary response by this longlived herb to herbivory via shifts in flowering time. Extensions of standard results in quantitative genetics permit
us to determine how selective changes in this phenotypic
trait should affect vital rates and, thus, how they should
affect l. In our example population we find that incorporating demographic shifts due to natural selection is
indeed predicted to rescue a declining T. grandiflorum population from extinction provided that heritability is sufficiently high. However, as noted in “Discussion,” we do
not expect this to be a typical result. In many circumstances, natural selection may not greatly facilitate population persistence in changed environments because evolution is sluggish compared with the pace of population
decline. By focusing on a particular system, we illustrate
the range of concrete decisions that must be made to develop demographic models for assessing extinction risks

in organisms with complex life histories that are experiencing evolution by natural selection.
Trillium grandiflorum (Melanthiaceae; hereafter, Trillium) is a native perennial herb that occurs in deciduous
forests throughout eastern North America. Individuals
persist in a dormant state during autumn and winter, and
leaves appear aboveground early in the spring before leafout of the forest canopy (Case and Case 1997). Reproductive-stage plants produce a single hermaphroditic
flower that is self-incompatible and primarily pollinated
by bumblebees (Irwin 2000; Sage et al. 2001; Knight 2003b;
Steven et al. 2003). Seeds develop within a single fruit and
are primarily dispersed by ants (Kalisz et al. 1999). Seeds
germinate belowground in their first year, and a single
cotyledon leaf appears aboveground in their second year.
If plants survive to their third year, a single true leaf appears. These plants are nonclonal and are easily classified
into six stage classes: germinant (belowground germinated
seed), seedling (a single cotyledon appears above the
ground), one-leaf, small three-leaf (leaf length, !5 cm),
large three-leaf (leaf length, 15 cm), and reproductive
(Knight 2004). Plants can remain in the one-leaf, threeleaf, and reproductive stage classes for multiple years. Trillium has been shown to take at least 17 years to reach
maturity in forests (Hanzawa and Kalisz 1993) and can
live 170 years (Jules 1998).
Trillium is a preferred food item of the white-tailed deer
Odocoileus virginianus (Augustine and Frelich 1998).
White-tailed deer populations have increased dramatically
throughout eastern North America over the past 50 years
as a result of a variety of anthropogenic factors, including
the additional food provided by modern agricultural practices, the eradication of large carnivores, and habitat fragmentation (McShea et al. 1997; Côté et al. 2004). Thus,
the levels of herbivory currently experienced by Trillium,
as well as by many other forest understory plants, are much
greater than the likely levels in the evolutionary past of
this species.
Deer consume plants only in the reproductive and large
three-leaf stages and primarily consume plants in the former stage (Knight 2003a), typically removing all leaf and
flower tissue. After consumption, plants do not resprout
in that growing season. Although complete defoliation
does not usually kill the plant, reproductive-stage plants
experiencing herbivory do lose all reproductive success for
the current growing season and are more likely to regress
to a nonreproductive stage in the following growing season
(Knight 2003a; Rooney and Gross 2003). Observed mortality almost entirely occurs in these regressed, nonreproductive stages.
Trillium is one of the earlier understory species to
emerge each spring (in late April in Pennsylvania) and, as
such, is one of the first forest food resources available to
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white-tailed deer. We hypothesized that the flowering time
of reproductive-stage plants would determine their likelihood of being consumed by deer. Specifically, we expected individuals with later flowering times to experience
less herbivory. Early-flowering plants bloom during a time
when few other food resources are available for deer in
the forest, whereas plants flowering later in the season
bloom during a time when other edible understory plant
species have also emerged. Moreover, late-flowering Trillium can be hidden underneath the foliage of later emerging species; in contrast, early-flowering individuals are noticeably conspicuous against the sparse ground cover of
early spring (T. M. Knight, personal observation).
The particular population considered in this case study
was chosen from among 12 populations in Pennsylvania
that were examined in a broader demographic study
(Knight 2003b) because it experienced moderate herbivory
that was exclusively focused on the reproductive-stage individuals of the population. The population occurred in
a small woodlot in Crawford County, Pennsylvania. In
2001, deer consumed 26% of the reproductive-stage plants,
which suggested a potential for a substantial impact of
herbivory on plant population and evolutionary dynamics.
In this population it seemed plausible that selection on
flowering time could influence its population dynamics.
Methods
Demography of Trillium
In 1999 we established 10 1-m2 plots, tagged all of the
plants within those plots, and classified individuals by
stage. Plots were located at 30-m intervals along a single
transect through the population. At least 40 plants per
stage were monitored. We tagged additional reproductivestage plants (outside of the plots) in 2001 to increase the
sample size (to achieve a total of 155 reproductive-stage
plants) of the flowering time survey.
For each tagged plant, we monitored its stage in the
following 2 years (2000 and 2001). Stage was determined
in late April, when plants first emerged and before they
experienced consumption by deer. For all reproductivestage plants, we recorded whether they produced a fruit,
and we counted the seeds within each developed fruit to
determine fecundity. We estimated seed germination rate
in 1999 by placing 30 seeds and soil from the site in each
of 20 25-cm3 seed baskets (composed of 1-mm2 mesh).
Seed baskets were covered for the first 3 weeks to prevent
removal of the seeds by ants. Because Trillium that germinate produce roots but no aboveground structures in
their first growing season, 10 of these seed baskets were
destructively sampled in 2000 to estimate germination rate
(our measure of germination rate combines seed survi-

vorship and probability of germination). The remaining
10 seed baskets were examined in 2001 to estimate the
proportion of seeds that survived to the seedling stage. No
seed dormancy was observed, so we assume there was no
persistent seed bank.
Using this field data, we constructed a six-stage demographic matrix model with 13 nonzero matrix entries
(for more details, see Knight 2004). The demographic matrix model relates population sizes in consecutive years by
n t⫹1 p A t n t, where the vector nt gives the number of individuals in each stage at time t and the matrix entries aij
in the matrix At give the vital rates: the average number
of individuals in stage i at time t ⫹ 1 produced per individual in stage j at time t (which may depend on t). For
all stages except the reproductive stage, these vital rates
were calculated separately for each time interval (1999–
2000 and 2000–2001) and then averaged. The vital rates
of reproductive-stage plants depended on the intensity of
herbivory.
Standard matrix manipulations (Caswell 2001) permit
one to address many questions with such data, including
both the expected trajectory of the population (were the
environment to remain constant) and its potential demographic response to evolution by natural selection operating on particular vital rates. If we assume that A is
constant, the population growth rate l is given by the
dominant eigenvalue of A; this is the rate of increase (per
year) once the population reaches its stable stage distribution (SSD), after which the population size recursion is
Nt⫹1 p lNt (where Nt is the total population size). When
l 1 1, the population grows, and when l ! 1, the population size declines and may face extinction.
Relationship between Flowering Time and Herbivory
Each year, we monitored tagged plants for herbivory. Deer
herbivory is easily distinguished from other types of insect
and mammalian herbivory because deer leave a flat cut
on the stem. Plants were observed daily for evidence of
deer herbivory during late April and early May (when
190% of the episodes of herbivory occurred) and once
every 2 weeks for the remainder of the growing season.
In 2001, we documented plant size (leaf length) and the
date at which each reproductive-stage plant first opened
its flower (ranging from April 29 [which we designate as
day 1] to May 12 [day 14]). We used logistic regression
to test for a relationship between flowering time and
whether plants were consumed by deer. The relationship
between flowering time and the incidence of herbivory
was best described using a linear equation (as described
in “Results”), which we used in our models; this follows
van Tienderen (2000), who regressed matrix elements on
phenotype (see eq. [4]). We censused reproductive-stage
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plants in 2002 to determine their stage and size (leaf
length). To determine whether flowering time in the absence of herbivory influences stage transitions and relative
growth rates of reproductive-stage plants, we used logistic
regression and linear regression, respectively.
Effects of Flowering Time on Vital Rates
We found no effects of flowering time on demographic
rates except those related to browsing (see “Results”). To
determine the effects of flowering time on the vital rates
of reproductive-stage plants, we calculated vital rates separately for consumed and not-consumed plants. Let p(z)
be the probability that a reproductive-stage plant with
flowering time z is browsed (as obtained from the linear
equation described above, truncated at 0 probability). Using the average vital rates of consumed plants (a ijc ) and
not-consumed plants (a ijn) as determined from the 1999–
2000 and 2000–2001 census interval data, the expected
vital rates of a reproductive-stage plant with flowering time
z are calculated as
a ij (z) p p(z)a ijc ⫹ [1 ⫺ p(z)]a ijn.

(1)

Browsing, and therefore flowering time, affected the fecundity and the probability that a reproductive-stage plant
would remain in a reproductive stage or would regress to
the large three-leaf stage, so equation (1) was used for
matrix entries a16, a56, and a66.
Models of Flowering Time Evolution Assuming
a Normal Phenotypic Distribution
Because differential consumption of flowering plants by
deer is leading to population decline (see “Results”), evolutionary shifts in flowering phenology could mitigate the
demographic effects of deer. To address this, we must make
assumptions about the genetic architecture underlying
population variation in the trait of flowering time. In general, many traits of ecological significance are polygenic
in nature (Lande 1982). Flowering time has been shown
to be influenced by many loci, each with a small effect,
in a number of different species (e.g., Fu and Ritland 1994;
Clarke et al. 1995; Laurie et al. 1995; Camargo and Osborn
1996; Mitchell-Olds 1996; Yamanaka et al. 2000; Geber
and Griffen 2003). We will therefore assume that the distribution of flowering time can be described using the
standard protocols of quantitative genetics and that the
phenotypic distribution is Gaussian, with mean z̄ and variance Z. We assume that Z is fixed but that z̄ can change
with time as evolution occurs.
Selective changes in flowering time will alter the exposure of plants to deer herbivory and thus shift popu-

lation growth rates. To approximately determine the trajectory of population size and the evolution of flowering
time, we need to determine the growth rate l as a function
of mean flowering time z̄. For a population of plants with
the same flowering time z, equation (1) gives the transition
matrix elements at that z, and the dominant eigenvalue of
that matrix is the growth rate l(z). However, to calculate
the approximate population growth rate for a population
of plants that have different flowering times, there are
several ways that have been previously used to model structured populations. It is not clear which method is best for
stage-structured models, so we will use three of them and
compare them with a more realistic model. The simplest
method is to evaluate l(z) at the mean phenotype ¯z, giving
¯ . This is the approach taken by van Tienderen (2000).
l(z)
Alternatively, we can average l(z) over the distribution of
z (Lande [1976] similarly averages fitnesses over the phe¯ ¯ . With
notypic distribution). We refer to this average as l(z)
respect to projecting population dynamics, using this average in effect assumes that all plants mate only with other
individuals who are flowering at the same time as they are
(i.e., assortative mating by flowering time). When l(z) is
approximately linear over the distribution of z (as is likely
¯ is a good approximation
when selection is weak), then l(z)
¯ ¯ ; however, this approximation may be less valid
to l(z)
when selection is strong. A third method is to replace each
matrix element a ij (z) with its average over the realized
distribution of z. We refer to the dominant eigenvalue of
˜ ¯ . The population trajectory can then be
this matrix as l(z)
generated using any of these growth rates using
Nt⫹1 p l t Nt,

(2)

where Nt is the total population size at time t.
The relationship between growth rate and mean flowering time also determines the strength of selection on
flowering time and can be used to estimate the potential
for evolution of this trait. Van Tienderen (2000) defines
the selection gradient (which is used to predict trait evolution) as b p d ln l/dz¯, and he notes that the derivative
in this expression can be calculated in two different ways
that correspond to the first two definitions of growth rate
given above. The change in average phenotype (flowering
time) during one year of selection is the product of the
genetic variance G and the selection gradient (selection
differential in our case, because we are considering a single
trait). Therefore, the average phenotype recursion is

¯zt⫹1 p ¯zt ⫹ G

d ln l
dz¯

F

,

(3)

z̄t

where l here could be any of the three growth rates defined
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¯ ¯,
above, depending on the life-history details. Using l(z)
this equation is correct for a simple iteroparous life history
¯ is equivalent to using
(Lande 1976), whereas using l(z)
¯l(z)
¯ if growth rate is a linear function of phenotype (which
is approximately true with weak selection; de Jong 1994).
Lande (1982) showed that evolution in an age-structured
˜ ¯ . We have found
population follows equation (3) using l(z)
that, for stage-structured populations, the population size
˜ ¯ (see
recursion is described with equation (2) using l(z)
appendix). However, for the stage-structured case, evolution of z̄ in general does not appear to be reducible to
the compact form of equation (3) (M. Barfield, unpublished results). Here, we will contrast these approximations
using selection differentials with simulations based on an
individual-based model.
We used all three of these definitions of fitness and the
corresponding selection differentials to calculate the trajectories for population size and average phenotype using
equations (2) and (3). The initial mean and variance of
flowering time of the simulated populations were set equal
to the measured values of the studied population. We began with a population of 5,000 individuals (natural Trillium populations often have 15,000 individuals; T. M.
Knight, personal observation). Because the heritability h2
of flowering time in Trillium is unknown, we considered
four different heritability values: 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. The
genetic basis for flowering time has been established for
a wide range of species, and this trait is likely heritable in
most angiosperms (Lawrence 1963; Murfet 1977; Carey
1983; Pors and Werner 1989; Laurie 1997; O’Neil 1997;
Van Berloo and Stam 1999; Geber and Griffen 2003). However, the magnitude of narrow-sense heritabilities differs
within and across species; values as low as 0.04 have been
found for Chamaecrista fasciculata (Kelly 1993), whereas
values as high as 0.97 have been found for Raphanus raphanistrum (Mazer et al. 1987). Several studies have shown
a response to selection on flowering time in natural populations (reviewed in Rathcke and Lacey 1985). The genetic
variance was the product of the assumed heritability and
the measured phenotypic variance (G p h 2Z, where G, Z,
and h2 were assumed to be constant). The population size
and mean flowering time were then calculated over 2,000
years using equations (2) and (3) for the three definitions
of growth rate, recalculating the transition matrix each year
to track changes in mean flowering time.
Van Tienderen (2000) calculated the selection gradient
as a sum of products of elasticities and regression slopes
relating matrix elements to phenotypes and developed a
framework for analyzing evolution with multiple correlated traits. The proportional contribution of each matrix
entry to l is described by a matrix of elasticities, where
the ijth matrix element eij is ⭸ ln l/⭸ ln a ij. Although we
have only one trait, we followed this procedure, recalcu-

lating elasticities for every year of the simulation. The
selection differential using this method can be written as
bp

冘

⭸ ln l ⭸ ln a ij
p
⭸ ln a ij ⭸z

冘

eij ⭸a ij
a ij ⭸z

,

(4)

where the values of a ij (z) are given by equation (1) evaluated at the mean phenotype, l is the dominant eigenvalue
of the matrix with elements aij, eij is the elasticity of element
aij, and the sums are over all nonzero matrix elements.
The last derivative can be found using equation (1) and
the browsing probability as a function of flowering time.
Our results were identical to those obtained with equations
¯.
(2) and (3) using the first definition of growth rate l(z)
This was expected because equation (4) is equivalent to
the selection differential calculated using the growth rate
at each phenotype (without averaging the growth rate or
the matrix elements over the phenotypic distribution).
This approach gives insight into which matrix elements
contribute most to the selection differential. Van Tienderen
(2000) used a slightly different formulation that uses
mean-normalized regressions of fitness components on
traits.
If evolution did not occur, then l would remain constant, and if l ! 1, then the population would eventually
become extinct. However, with selection, z̄ and, therefore,
l increased every year (until z̄ reached the value at which
there was no browsing, for the first model). Because selection was directional and genetic variance was constant,
l eventually exceeded a value of 1 in all cases and the
populations rebounded. If this rebound occurred before
population size reached a low critical density (as in Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995), evolution would have rescued
the population from extinction. Thus, in our evolutionary
analysis of a declining population using stage-structured
matrix models, initial population size, initial l, heritability,
and the relationship between flowering time and l collectively determine whether the population is at risk for
extinction.

Individual-Based Model of Selection on Flowering Time
The above approach is heuristically valuable, but it does
require one to identify a critical population size below
which extinction is likely. Moreover, it also rests on some
genetic assumptions (e.g., constant heritabilities) that may
be questionable in small, declining populations. To complement the stage-structured models, we created an
individual-based model (IBM) that incorporated demographic stochasticity, genetic drift, and the potential for
heritable variation in flowering time to be exhausted by
selection. Because this model tracks the fates of discrete
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individuals, actual extinctions do occur. The model was
derived from the discrete genetic model described by Holt
et al. (2003; based on an earlier model of Burger and Lynch
[1995]), which was modified here to incorporate the six
life-history stages of Trillium, selection on flowering time,
and a closed population. We assumed that quantitative
genetic variation in flowering time was influenced by multiple loci. We compared the course of adaptive evolution
for this IBM with the simpler demographic models described above and assessed extinction risks.
In the IBM, flowering time was determined by a single
polygenic character determined by 10 freely recombining
diploid loci with additive allelic effects within and among
loci (i.e., no dominance or epistasis). The phenotypic value
of flowering time for an individual z was the sum of the
contribution of each of its alleles and an environmental
effect. The initial phenotypic variance was again the measured variance in flowering time. The initial genetic variance was the assumed heritability multiplied by the phenotypic variance (G p h 2Z). Values for G, Z, and h2 were
then free to change over time as evolution proceeded. A
variety of initial heritabilities was used (as in the stagestructured matrix model) because this parameter was unknown for the Trillium population.
The environmental effect e was assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and variance E equal
to the difference between the initial phenotypic and genotypic variances (E did not change with evolution). For
each individual, e was randomly assigned at birth and
remained constant throughout the individual’s lifetime
(i.e., there is no within-individual variation in flowering
time). This could arise from fixed microsite effects or initial conditions that influenced flowering time (e.g., how
deeply the tuber of the plant is initially buried). We assumed that there were no mutational or migrational inputs
of heritable variants; if we relax this assumption, then
evolution would likely be faster, so our results should describe a worst-case scenario (at least with respect to this
genetic assumption). The phenotype did not affect an individual’s fitness until it reached the reproductive stage.
The stage-specific probabilities of survival and growth were
identical to those of the matrix model. Each reproductivestage individual had a probability of being eaten by deer
that was entirely determined by its flowering time.
We assumed that individuals were hermaphroditic and
that mating was monogamous within each year. Each year
every reproductive-stage plant that was not consumed by
deer produced a number of seeds drawn from a Poisson
distribution with a mean of 9.47 (the actual mean observed
for natural plants not eaten by deer; see “Results”). The
father of all seeds from a given fruit was chosen randomly
each year from the pool of unbrowsed reproductive-stage
plants (it is possible for browsed plants to be fathers, and

we performed additional simulations in which both
browsed and unbrowsed plants can be fathers; the results
differed little from those reported here). Although polygamous mating is possible for Trillium, an allozyme study
by Kalisz et al. (1999) showed that 1.2 effective males sire
seeds within a fruit. This suggests that monogamous mating is a reasonable qualitative assumption for Trillium.
If eaten, a reproductive-stage plant in the simulations
had a probability of 0.31 of remaining in the reproductive
stage in the next year, and if not eaten, the probability
was 0.78 (as observed for natural plants; see “Results”).
Plants that did not remain in the reproductive stage regressed to the large three-leaf stage. We assumed “ceiling”
density-dependent regulation of the number of germinants
(i.e., new recruits). With more than K germinants, K survivors were sampled randomly. We set K equal to the initial
total population size; therefore, density dependence should
not affect the population size during the phases of decline
and evolutionary rescue that are of interest.
We began with 5,000 individuals in the population and
then followed population size and mean flowering time
for 2,000–3,000 simulated years. We started at the SSD for
the population as determined by the demographic matrix
at the empirically observed mean flowering time. The initial flowering time of reproductive-stage individuals in the
simulated population had a mean of 7.6 days (with day 1
being the date of earliest flowering) and variance of 10.54
days2 (as measured in the natural population described
above). The initial mean genotypes and phenotypes of
other stages were set to their steady state values relative
to that of the reproductive-stage individuals (see appendix). We also examined the probability of extinction for
populations that varied in initial size and heritability of
flowering time. We performed 400 runs for each set of
conditions and calculated the fraction of those runs that
went extinct by 3,000 years. The initial population sizes
ranged from 100 to 5,000 individuals, with initial heritabilities of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1.

Results
Demography of Trillium and Effects of Herbivory
The demography of Trillium is typical of a perennial plant;
individuals in smaller stages (germinant, seedling, one-leaf,
small three-leaf) have a high probability of mortality,
whereas plants in larger stages (large three-leaf, reproductive) have much lower mortality. Indeed, Trillium in
the large three-leaf and reproductive stages had no detectible mortality in our field study (see demographic matrix below; survival of stage i is the sum of aii and the
elements above and below it). However, plants in these
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stages can regress to smaller stages, where they do experience a risk of mortality.
Herbivory increases the probability that reproductivestage plants regress to the large three-leaf stage. Only 21%
of plants not consumed by deer regress to the large threeleaf stage, compared with 69% of consumed plants. Plants
eaten by deer experienced a removal of their entire flower
or developing fruit and therefore produced no seeds in
that year. Plants not consumed by deer produced an average of 10.52 seeds, 90% of which germinated in the next
year. Because both seed production and germination occur
within a 1-year time step, these two rates are multiplied
together to determine the number of germinants at time
t ⫹ 1 produced by reproductive-stage plants at time t (9.47
for this population).
In 2001, 26% of the reproductive-stage plants in this
population were consumed by deer. At this level of herbivory, the growth rate l of the population is 0.991. Thus,
this population is expected to decline in size by 0.9% each
year. However, if herbivory ceased for this population, the
population size would increase by 0.37% each year
(l p 1.0037). Therefore, in this population, the absence
or presence of deer herbivory determines whether the population grows or declines, respectively. If the ambient density of deer was to stay at its current level and there was
no evolutionary shift in flowering time, the matrix model
projects that extinction for this population is inevitable.
Plants That Flower Later Experience Less Herbivory
Reproductive-stage plants flowering earlier were much
more likely to be consumed by deer (odds ratio p 0.676,
P ! .001; fig. 1). The range of flowering times observed
was 14 days (from April 29 to May 12). All of the plants
that flowered on the earliest date were eaten. None of the
plants that flowered later than May 8 (day 10) was eaten
by deer. The regression equation for the probability that
a plant with flowering time z was browsed was p(z) p
0.758 ⫺ 0.062z. We did not detect an advantage to flowering early in the season in the absence of herbivory (see
appendix for more discussion). Across all 114 plants that
were not eaten by deer, flowering time did not affect their
stage in the next year (odds ratio p 1.009, P p .904) or
their relative growth rate (linear regression: P p .11).
Because herbivory decreases with flowering time, the
proportion of reproductive-stage plants remaining in the
reproductive stage and the average seed production of
reproductive-stage plants both increase with flowering time.
The vital rates of reproductive-stage plants are functions
of flowering time, and these functions can be directly incorporated into the demographic matrix. In this matrix,
the vital rates of all other stages are constant values,
whereas the vital rates of the reproductive-stage plants are

Figure 1: Number of plants eaten and not eaten by deer based on
flowering time. Plants flowering later are less likely to be consumed by
deer. Results are based on 155 reproductive-stage Trillium grandiflorum.
Mean flowering time is 7.6 days.

functions of flowering time z that are obtained by substituting the regression equation above and the matrix
entries for browsed and unbrowsed plants into equation
(1) for the three matrix entries that depend on browsing.
The resulting demographic matrix is
0
0
0
0
2.3 ⫹ 0.59z 
 0
0.11 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.33 0.65 0.04 0
0
Ap
.
0
0 0.15 0.84 0.20
0
0
0
0 0.10 0.64 0.58 ⫺ 0.029z
0
0
0 0.16 0.42 ⫹ 0.029z 
 0





This applies for z ! 12.23 (the flowering time that gives 0
browsing using the regression), above which browsing is
set to 0 and the three variable matrix entries are fixed at
their no-browsing values. The growth rate as a function
of flowering time determined from this matrix is shown
in figure 2. This curve is the same as the growth rate using
the first method described above (for which the average
growth rate is the growth rate at the average flowering
time). Also shown are the average growth rates as a function of average flowering time using the other two approaches and the parallel selection differentials.
Demographic Model of Selection on Flowering Time
In general, for all approaches, a delay in flowering time
increases the growth rate, and a sufficiently large change
in flowering time can lead to a population with a growth
rate exceeding 1 (fig. 2). The change in l(z) is nonlinear;
it accelerates at higher flowering times until it reaches the
¯ ¯ is obno-browsing level, when it is capped. Because l(z)
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Figure 2: Population growth rate l and strength of selection on flowering time d ln l /dz¯ as a function of mean flowering time z¯ . The three ways
¯ (dotted line),
to approximate the population growth rate at the mean flowering time are as follows: (1) calculate l at the mean flowering time l(z)
¯ ¯ ; solid line), or (3) average each element of the demographic matrix over the distribution of z and then
(2) average l over the distribution of z (l(z)
˜ ¯ ; dashed line).
calculate l (l(z)

tained by averaging over l(z), it lies above l(z) at low
flowering times (where l(z) is concave upward) and below
l(z) at high values of z (where l(z) is concave downward
˜ ¯ is very
because of the saturation). The third curve l(z)
close to l(z) at low flowering times (the two would be
identical if the values of aij were all linear, which they are
until saturation is reached, so these two measures of
growth rate should be the same far below the zero-browsing flowering time) but below l(z) at higher flowering
times. Figure 2 also shows the selection differentials. Overall, the strength of selection appears to be greatest at intermediate flowering times.
Because the measured population has an initial mean
flowering time of 7.6 days and will evolve to higher values,
¯ will be higher than the althe evolution rate using l(z)
ternatives from the beginning of the simulation until it
reaches zero browsing (at which point evolution for
¯ will cease) because the selection differential is highest
l(z)
˜ ¯ should be slightly faster than
¯ . Evolution using l(z)
for l(z)
¯
¯ because of its higher selection differential
that using l(z)
for values of ¯z above the initial value (¯z p 7.6).
The increased slope of growth rate at higher values of
flowering time can be explained by the increased sensitivity
of l to the vital rates of reproductive-stage plants at higher
flowering times. As flowering time increases, the proportion of individuals in the reproductive stage at SSD decreases slightly (because there is more recruitment, which
causes germinants to make up a larger fraction of the
population; fig. 3A), but the reproductive value of individuals in the reproductive stage increases (fig. 3B). The
net effect is a nonlinear increase in the elasticity of stage

transitions of reproductive-stage plants (fig. 3C). Thus,
there can be an acceleration of evolutionary impacts on
growth rates because, as flowering time increases through
selection, the reproductive value of reproductive-stage
plants also increases and future changes in flowering time
will then cause more dramatic increases in l.
Population trajectories are shown in figure 4 for a range
of heritabilities; the corresponding evolutionary trajectories of flowering time are shown in figure 5. The figures
also show the corresponding results from 100 runs of the
individual-based model (for population size, a geometric
mean is used to prevent runs with higher growth rates
from dominating the average). Because this model involves
fewer assumptions, we use it here as the standard for judging the accuracy of the other methods. As can be observed
¯ for
in all cases, the projected rate of evolution using l(z)
growth rate is faster than it is for the other methods (until
saturation is reached because all plants have escaped deer
herbivory); the population reaches its minimum abundance faster and at a higher density than it does when
using the other methods. This result arises because the
leveling off of growth rate that occurs when zero browsing
is reached does not affect this measure of growth rate until
the population mean itself reaches this zero-browsing level.
In the other methods, some individuals reach the zerobrowsing point before the population mean does, resulting
¯ for growth rate is a
in a reduced growth rate. Using l(z)
commonly used approximation (as in van Tienderen
2000), but in this case (which is based on real data) it
does not actually perform that well.
The other two definitions of growth rate agree much
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better with results from the IBM. The method based on
˜ ¯ ) tends
averaging elements of the transition matrix (l(z)
to produce populations that evolve faster than do the pop¯ ¯ (and, generally, the IBM),
ulations for which we use l(z)
but the population size also tends to reach lower levels.
˜ ¯ is slightly lower
This agrees with figure 2, for which l(z)
¯
¯
than l(z) at the initial phenotype (flowering at day 7.6),
so that the population initially decreases faster using
˜ ¯ (and, therefore, it reaches lower levels). The selection
l(z)
differential, however, is about the same at the initial phenotype, but for later flowering times the selection differ˜ ¯ . Therefore, evolution should be
ential is higher for l(z)
˜
¯
faster using l(z). The growth rates eventually approach
equality, and the selection differentials approach zero;
therefore, faster evolution does not guarantee that the pop˜ ¯ will eventually catch up with
ulation projection using l(z)
¯ ¯.
that using l(z)
For all plots shown here, the size of the population using
˜ ¯ remains below that of the population using l(z)
¯ ¯ . At
l(z)
a heritability of 1, the IBM population consistently exceeds
both these alternatives, whereas for 0.75 the IBM is close
¯ ¯ . For lower herto the population that emerges using l(z)
itabilities, the IBM population size is bracketed by the two
methods that are based on averaged growth rate. For the
IBM, there were extinctions only for a heritability h2 of
0.25, for which 40% of the populations went extinct. The
trajectories shown are averages using only those populations that did not become extinct. Therefore, the IBM
results for h 2 p 0.25 might be biased toward higher population and phenotype values (because the populations
that reach lower levels are more likely to become extinct
and so will not be included in the average) compared with
the methods based on deterministic growth rates, for
which all populations persist.
Figure 5 shows evolution in the average phenotype
¯ , the rate of evolution
(mean flowering time). Using l(z)
is faster than it is for any of the other methods (until the
no-browsing threshold is reached). The other methods of
calculating growth rate initially agree well with the IBM,
but the IBM eventually starts to evolve significantly more
slowly than do the other methods. As expected, the model
¯ ¯ initially evolves more slowly (and remains lower
using l(z)
˜ ¯ . Overall, the
in flowering time) than the model using l(z)
¯
˜ ¯.
¯ are at least as good as those with l(z)
results with l(z)
This is somewhat surprising, because the population size
˜ ¯ (assuming the population
should evolve according to l(z)
is always at its SSD; see appendix). Of course, the evolutionary course does not necessarily follow equation (3)
˜ ¯ , but even in the first few generations that arise
using l(z)
before significant evolution has occurred, the population
˜ ¯ does not agree with more precise methods,
size using l(z)
˜ ¯ to project
as it should (see appendix). However, using l(z)
total population assumes that the population is at its SSD,

Figure 3: Relationship between eigenvectors and elasticities and mean
values of flowering time. A, Proportion of individuals in each stage class
at stable stage distribution; B, reproductive values of individuals in each
stage class; C, elasticity of l to groups of matrix entries.
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Figure 4: Population size trajectories for (A) the high heritabilities 0.75 (dashed lines) and 1 (solid lines) and (B) the low heritabilities 0.25 (dashed
¯ ¯ , and
¯ , l(z)
lines) and 0.5 (solid lines), using three different methods for evaluating population growth rate as a function of flowering time (l(z)
˜ ¯ , which are abbreviated l , l¯ , and l˜ in the figure; see fig. 2 and “Methods” for description) and using an individual-based model (IBM). Results
l(z)
for the IBM are the geometric mean of 100 runs.

and a population will always lag a little behind its SSD if
evolution is occurring. We believe that this accounts for
some of the differences observed between the population
sizes in the early stages of evolution using methods based
on growth rates and those using the IBM. In the later
stages of the simulations there could be other differences,
such as depletion of genetic variance in the IBM, that may
further contribute to a slower rate of evolution. For a
heritability of 0.25 the population reaches levels around
100—which would correspond to only about six reproductive-stage plants—so there could also be strong effects
of demographic stochasticity and genetic drift due to low
effective population sizes.
Figure 6 shows the probability of extinction as a function of initial population size, generated using the IBM,
for four values of flowering-time heritability. It is no surprise that extinction probability was higher when initial
population size was lower. However, when the heritability
of flowering time is relatively high, evolution can prevent
extinction even at low initial population sizes. With moderate heritabilities, populations of ≥500 have a quite reasonable chance of being rescued by evolution. If heritability is very low, however, extinction is the likely outcome.

Discussion
Our demographic models suggest that evolution by natural
selection can alter the population trajectory of declining
populations of Trillium in such a way that selection can
rescue these populations from extinction. There are many

factors that collectively contribute to this conclusion for
this case study.
1. Flowering time has a large effect on l. By flowering
a few days later in the season, reproductive-stage Trillium
are much less likely to be consumed by deer, thereby allowing for greater fertility and an increased probability of
flowering in future years. A moderate response to selection
on this key demographic component thus has a large effect
on population growth rates. The value of l is also sensitive
to changes in the probability that reproductive-stage plants
will flower in the next year. As Trillium evolve a later
flowering time, the reproductive value of flowering individuals in the population increases and l becomes even
more sensitive to this vital rate. This positive feedback
explains why the relationship between flowering time and
l is nonlinear.
2. The initial size of our Trillium population is assumed
to be large (5,000 individuals), which substantially increases the probability of evolutionary rescue given genetic
variation. In general, we expect that evolutionary rescue
is more plausible for large populations facing new demographic threats (i.e., large declining populations;
Caughley 1994) than for populations that are initially small
(Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995).
3. The initial rate of decline of this Trillium population
(l p 0.991) is quite slow, in part because of the presence
of long-lived stages that escape deer herbivory. Evolutionary rescue would be less likely if the value of l were initially
lower. Some of the 11 other populations of Trillium that
were considered in a previous demographic study experienced much higher levels of herbivory and lower pop-
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Figure 5: Mean flowering time trajectories for the populations of figure 4.

ulation growth rates (Knight 2003b). It is possible that
many of these Trillium populations are declining far too
quickly for evolutionary rescue to be possible even though
appropriate genetic variation to respond to selection is
present. In our study population we observed no mortality
of plants in the largest two stage classes (which does not
imply that the plants are immortal, because they can regress to smaller stages with positive mortality rates). However, even small additional and unmeasured incidences of
mortality (which would require longer time series of data
to observe and estimate) could cause the population
growth rate to decline at a faster rate than we have assumed, which would make evolutionary rescue less likely.
Evolutionary rescue is not to be expected even under the
most optimistic genetic assumptions (e.g., h 2 p 1 and a
high initial population size) if the rate of decline in population numbers is too severe; increased mortality in advanced stages could contribute to such a decline.
4. We assumed moderate heritabilities of flowering time;
increasing heritability increases the rate of response to selection and so permits the population to more quickly
rebound as a result of evolutionary rescue. Species that
are less common and less widespread than Trillium, as well
as those that occur in small or isolated populations, are
likely to have lower genetic variation and trait heritabilities
than the values we assumed here and thus are less likely
to be rescued from looming extinction by selection.
5. Our models ignore both environmental stochasticity
and inbreeding depression. These factors could elevate extinction risk and make evolutionary rescue less likely, particularly in small populations. Indeed, one key component
of environmental stochasticity that we have not considered
is temporal variation in deer herbivory, which would be
expected given known temporal variation in deer abun-

dances (Côté et al. 2004). However, in some circumstances,
temporal variation in selection pressure might facilitate
evolutionary rescue (as occurs in models of evolution in
sink environments; Holt et al. 2004b). An important direction for future work is to examine the interplay of stage
structure, selection, and temporal environmental variation.
6. We have ignored other traits of selective importance
that may be genetically correlated with flowering time. If
increases in fitness due to a later flowering time are countered by decreases in fitness due to changes in correlated
traits, then evolutionary rescue is hampered and may not
occur at all. Our data showed no effect of flowering time
on demographic parameters other than through the observed effect on vulnerability to browsing by deer. However, this result is relative to the range of flowering times
actually occurring in the extant population. When the distribution of flowering times shifts due to selection, as is
predicted by our models, it is likely that unmeasured forces
will emerge (see appendix).
7. We projected 2,000 years into the future in our models, which allowed enough time for evolution to alter this
long-lived perennial’s population trajectory. This is useful
for explicating the different predictions that emerge from
different modeling approaches, but such long time horizons may not typically be useful in a conservation context.
It is highly likely that many factors, including the effects
of global climate change in particular (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change 2007), may cause demographic
vital rates to deviate strongly from those assumed to be
constant in our model during this long time interval.
The goal of our modeling effort was to characterize the
potential role of evolution on modifying the population
trajectories of a stage-structured population and to deter-
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Figure 6: Probability of extinction as a function of initial population
size. Extinction is based on 400 runs of the individual-based model. Four
values of heritability of flowering time were considered.

mine whether evolutionary rescue of a declining population is possible even under a “best-case scenario” for a
real-world example of a declining population of Trillium.
If one finds that extinction is likely, even given abundant
genetic variation and unconstrained selection on particular
traits that are key components of fitness, it is fair to conclude that evolution will be unable to rescue the focal
population from extinction.
The relationship between a phenotypic trait and l can
be calculated in several different ways. We have shown that
the way in which one constructs this calculation has substantial consequences for the expected rate of evolution
and the population size trajectory. We applied several modeling approaches with different assumptions to the same
Trillium population. At higher phenotypic values of flowering time (between 7.6 and 12.23 days), the growth rate
and selection differential at each flowering time were
higher when fitness was simply evaluated at the mean phe¯ method), compared with their values
notype (the l(z)
when fitness or transition probabilities were averaged over
¯ ¯ and l(z)
˜ ¯ methods).
the phenotypic distribution (the l(z)
Therefore, population size was higher and the rate of evo¯ method. The other methlution was faster using the l(z)
ods were more in agreement with the individual-based
model, which makes fewer assumptions but is also the
least accessible to analytic understanding. Thus, we suggest
¯ method (which is the simplest of all of those
that the l(z)
that we considered) sometimes provides a poor prediction
of the rate of evolution, whereas the other two methods
(despite their greater complexity) may provide a more
realistic description of how selection will modify the trajectory of populations declining toward extinction.
Population viability analysis (PVA) is a collection of

quantitative methods designed to assess the extinction risk
of a population (Morris and Doak 2002). A largely unexplored dimension of PVA involves examining potential
evolutionary responses by species to changed environments (Ashley et al. 2003). Our individual-based model
can be interpreted as the first example of an evolutionarily
informed PVA. Conservation biologists have long been
concerned with genetic factors, such as the amount of
genetic variation within and among populations (reviewed
in Hedrick and Miller 1992), as well as demographic factors, which have long been thought to more directly relate
to the extinction risk of a population (Lande 1988). Our
model provides an example of how one can incorporate
both genetic factors and demographic factors into a PVA
so as to evaluate the potential for the long-term persistence
of a population in an altered environment.
There are two conservation scenarios in which consideration of evolutionary dynamics in a PVA might be particularly beneficial. First, in captive breeding programs,
breeders may be able to facilitate evolution by mating
individuals with a rare but more fit phenotype. Second,
in populations that are projected to experience extinction
even if habitat conditions were improved, albeit at a slower
rate, the potential for evolutionary rescue may provide
justifiable grounds for habitat management. Our model
suggests that, by creating an environment in which the
population declines at a slower speed, one thereby gives
the population a better chance of adapting before extinction occurs. Environmental mitigation that slows the rate
of population decline may permit the power of natural
selection to be harnessed in the service of species preservation. As a concrete example, there are species of Hawaiian birds for which avian malaria and predation by
introduced rodents threaten population persistence. Even
with substantial rodent management, bird populations are
still expected to decline. However, Kilpatrick (2006) argues
that malaria resistance may evolve in these birds and that
this evolution is more likely if the rodent population is
controlled. Our results support this suggestion. A general
expectation of the interplay of demography and evolution
is that adaptation is more likely to be observed whenever
absolute fitness is raised in unfavorable environments
(Holt and Gomulkiewicz 2004). This provides a rationale
for striving to maintain populations of threatened species
by mitigating unfavorable aspects of their environments,
even for those species that seem to be inexorably slipping
toward extinction.
In many cases, however, data limitations will preclude
incorporating evolutionary dynamics into PVA. For rare
and longer-lived species that are often the focus of PVA,
adequate genetic information about traits and their heritabilities—and even an understanding of which traits are
responsible for declining abundance—is generally not
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available. When the goal of the model is to inform urgently
needed management decisions for a species, the model
ideally should not include parameters for which there are
few empirical data (Morris and Doak 2002). If it does,
however, a range of values must be considered to span the
range of plausible scenarios. If one has at hand a PVA for
a threatened species, an understanding of the ecological
factors responsible for population decline may suggest key
demographic transitions and phenotypic traits that could
be the focus of selection. Using the approaches we have
explored above, one could incorporate selection acting via
these key demographic components for a range of assumptions about heritable variation. In many cases we
expect that this will reveal that there is no reason to expect
evolution by natural selection to be a strong promoter of
population persistence, but in some cases the exercise may
provide hope that natural selection may help facilitate persistence. Moreover, there may be key demographic transitions that are not subject to selection that can be improved through management that would increase the
potential for selection operating on other demographic
transitions to rescue the population from extinction.
Recent reviews of the incidence and importance of rapid
evolution have largely ignored longer-lived organisms
(e.g., Stockwell et al. 2003); we suspect this is because there
are few data on their rates of contemporary evolution and
on the influence of evolution on their population trajectories. When the rate of phenotypic change is scaled by
generation time, the rate of evolutionary change projected
for Trillium by our models resembles those observed in
shorter-lived organisms. The estimated generation time of
the Trillium population considered in this study is 56.7
years (calculated using eq. [27] in Cochran and Ellner
1992). Thus, we expect a 0.10 SD change in flowering time
per generation, assuming that the heritability of flowering
time is 0.25. This rate of phenotypic change is similar to
the rate observed for shorter-lived organisms that have
undergone “contemporary” evolution, such as fruit flies,
guppies, and Pacific salmon (Stockwell et al. 2003).
We assumed a closed population of Trillium in our models, but in reality both pollen and seeds may move between
populations. Bumblebee pollinators are capable of flying
large distances to move pollen, and deer have been shown
to act as long-distance seed dispersers (Vellend et al. 2003,
2006). Immigration could either facilitate or hamper the

evolutionary process and thus affect the potential for evolutionary rescue. Immigrants may be maladapted to the
focal population if they come from populations that experience lower levels of herbivory or from populations that
have not themselves evolved later flowering times. However, theoretical work has shown that immigrants may at
times facilitate the evolutionary process because of positive
demographic factors (i.e., they add more individuals to
the population and buffer it from extinction) and genetic
impacts (i.e., immigrants may provide genetic variation on
which selection can act; Holt et al. 2005). These benefits
of immigrants are particularly pronounced in populations
with Allee effects (Holt et al. 2004a). Trillium has been
shown to experience Allee effects due to lower pollination
success at lower population densities (Knight 2003c), and
so immigrant pollen and seeds may help facilitate its evolutionary response to deer herbivory.
In longer-lived organisms, it is difficult to determine by
direct observation whether evolution by natural selection
will occur within ecologically pertinent timescales. We have
used an evolutionarily informed stage-structured modeling approach to predict that the evolution of flowering
time may substantially alter the population trajectory of
a slowly declining population of Trillium, and in particular
it may suffice to permit this population to persist because
of an evolved shift in flowering phenology. We suggest that
the modeling techniques we use in this study are necessary
tools to use when addressing questions about how evolution will impact the population trajectories of longerlived organisms (for which multiple generations are not
easily observed) and will provide a useful complement to
existing models for population viability.
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APPENDIX
Technical Details
Initializing the Individual-Based Model
For the individual-based model (IBM), we needed to initialize the genotypes and phenotypes of all stages. We had a
measured phenotype for only the reproductive stage; at first we used this value as the mean genotype and phenotype
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for all stages (and we used the stable stage distribution [SSD] to determine the number of individuals in each stage).
This resulted in transients in the population size, genotypes, and phenotypes in the first few generations of the simulation.
This occurred because, although we started at the stable distribution of the number of individuals in each stage, we
did not necessarily start at a stable distribution of genotypes and phenotypes of each stage. In general, the mean
phenotype and genotype differ for different stages (e.g., germinants are produced only by unbrowsed flowers and as
such tend to have later flowering times). Because selection is directional, there is no initial genetic equilibrium to use
for initialization. However, for our initial conditions it was possible to calculate relative values of the mean genotypes
and phenotypes, as described below. These were combined with the measured reproductive-stage plant mean flowering
time to give initial values of the mean genotypes and phenotypes of all stages. These values were used to initialize the
IBM.
To derive these initial values we developed a more complete model of evolution in stage-structured populations
using stage-specific joint probability density functions (PDFs) of genotype and phenotype (which we plan to publish
in detail elsewhere). In addition to allowing us a method for sensibly initializing the IBM, this model gave some insight
into the expected population size trajectory. Here we provide a summary of this model, which provides a justification
˜ ¯.
for the claim made in the main text that the population size should follow a trajectory based on l(z)
The model contains recursions for the joint PDF of genotype and phenotype, as well as the population size, for
each stage. In our system, selection acts only on the adult stage, but we derived recursions for the population size and
joint PDF for each stage for a more general system in which any of the matrix elements aij could be functions of the
phenotype z. We assumed that there was only one reproductive stage (stage r) and one offspring stage (stage 1) and
that individuals could not regress into the offspring stage.
Let fj (g, z) be the joint PDF of genotype g and phenotype z for stage j in the current year. Using the assumptions
above, the only element in the first row of the transition matrix is a 1r(z), which is the fecundity of the reproductive
stage. All other nonzero elements represent transition probabilities; a ij (z) is the probability that an individual with
phenotype z in stage j in one year is in stage i the next year. Averaging this function over fj (g, z) gives the average
probability of this transition. Because a ij (z) is independent of g, we can integrate fj (g, z) over g to give the marginal
phenotype PDF (fj (z)) and then average a ij (z) over this. If we multiply the average transition probability by the current
number of individuals in stage j, Nj, we get the number of individuals going from stage j to i, which is

Nij p Nj

冕冕

a ij (z)fj (g, z)dzdg p Nj

冕 (冕
a ij (z)

)

fj (g, z)dg dz p Nj

冕

a ij (z)fj (z)dz,

where the integrals are over all values. If we sum these over all stages, j, we get the number of individuals in the next
year in stage i:

Ni p

冘
j

Nij p

冘 冕
Nj

j

a ij (z)fj (z)dz p

冘

Nja¯ ij ,

j

where āij is the value of aij averaged over the phenotypic distribution for stage j. This equation can be written as
¯ , where n and n are population size vectors and A
¯ is a transition matrix for which each element a is equal
n  p An
ij
˜
¯ in the main text. This is the growth rate over the year assuming
to a¯ ij. The dominant eigenvalue of this matrix is l(z)
that the population is initially at its SSD.
This general model was also solved for recursions of genotypes and phenotypes (which differed from the phenotype
˜ ¯ ). To derive the initial conditions for the IBM, we made the simplifying assumptions that the
recursions based on l(z)
joint genotype-phenotype distribution of each stage j was Gaussian with the evolving means g¯j and ¯zj , the fixed variances
Gj and Zj, and the fixed correlation coefficient h p (Gj /Z j )1/2 (the square root of the heritability). We then derived
expressions for the mean genotypes and phenotypes of stage i in any year in terms of the values in the previous year
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and the elements of the transition matrix, which were


i

ḡ p

[冘j Njg¯ja¯ ij ⫹ h 2N6 P6da¯ i6 /dz¯6 ]

冘 N a¯
j

,

j ij

¯z1 p g¯1
and for stages i 1 1

z̄i p

[冘j Nj¯zja¯ ij ⫹ N6 P6da¯ i6 /dz¯6 ]

冘 N a¯
j

.

j ij

The first terms in the numerators represent the effect of averaging the means of individuals of different classes that
move into class i, whereas the last terms represent the effect of selection and are nonzero only for i p 1 , i p 5, and
i p 6. We used these equations, along with Ni p 冘 Nja¯ ij (from above), to trace the evolution of the population size
and mean phenotype using measured values and assumed initial conditions (population size and average genotype
and phenotype for each stage, as determined below). We used the measured phenotypic variance of reproductive-stage
plants as the initial Zj for all stages and set Gj p h 2Z j using an assumed initial heritability. Using the measured average
phenotype of reproductive-stage individuals (¯z6 ), we calculated all elements of the transition matrix (using a¯ ij for
elements that were functions of z) for the initial conditions. The eigenvector corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue
of this matrix is the SSD, which was used to initialize population sizes.
To initialize the means of all genotypes and nonreproductive phenotypes, we took the above equations for ḡi and

z̄i , evaluated all terms at the initial reproductive-stage phenotypic mean and variance, and assumed all terms were
constant. This led to a set of linear equations
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where cij p a¯ ij Nj / 冘j Nja¯ ij, bi p (N6 Z 6da¯ i6 /dz¯6 ) / 冘j Nja¯ ij, and Nj were at the SSD and the expected values were evaluated
at the initial reproductive mean and variance. The rows of the matrix sum to 1, so the dominant eigenvalue is 1 and
the eigenvector associated with it is an all-1s vector. After a transient phase, the solution to this system is for the
genotypes and phenotypes of all stages to increase in parallel. The solution to the above equations does not approach
a stable equilibrium, but the differences in values do. To find the relative values of the average genotypes and phenotypes
of the different stages, we made one variable the reference and defined new variables to represent the differences
between each of the other variables and the reference. We chose the stage-2 genotype to be the reference because it
had a simple equation, and therefore defined vi p g¯i ⫺ g¯2 for values of i from 1 to 6 and vi⫹5 p ¯zi ⫺ g¯2 for values of
i from 2 to 6. An equation for the new variables analogous to above matrix equation is v  p C 2v ⫹ b, where C2 is
the same as C with all elements of the first column decremented by 1. This equation was then solved for the equilibrium
values by setting v  p v, which gave v p (I ⫺ C 2 )⫺1b. The elements of v are the equilibrium values of all genotypes
and phenotypes relative to the stage-2 genotype. The measured average flowering time (7.6 days) is the mean phenotype
of stage 6 (¯z6). Because v11 p ¯z6 ⫺ g¯2, we used the calculated value of v11 to get g¯2, and from this we calculated the
other initial genotypes and phenotypes using the other elements of v. The allelic values of each individual of the initial
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population were chosen to give the genetic mean calculated for its stage, and the environmental components were
chosen to shift the phenotypic mean to its calculated value.
For the results in this article, we show only population size and mean flowering time with the individual-based
model. However, the output of the IBM program contained the mean genotype and phenotype of each stage at each
generation. With the genotypes and phenotypes initialized in the manner discussed in this appendix, the mean genotype
and phenotype of each stage changed smoothly with time—at first as nearly parallel lines—indicating that the above
procedure was successful. The population size also initially declined smoothly.
Relationship between Flowering Time and Fitness
Our analysis of a Trillium population somewhat surprisingly showed that there was no relationship between time of
flowering and fitness in the absence of deer herbivory. At first glance, flowering time would appear to be a neutral
trait. If that were not the case, the ability of selection to rescue the population from extinction would be weakened
because of countervailing evolutionary processes. It is conceivable that there is stabilizing selection on flowering time
such that the observed average flowering time is in fact the evolutionary optimum but that the fitness function relating
expected fitness to flowering time is not sharply peaked (but instead is very gently rounded and indeed quite flat), so
that in our sample it cannot be distinguished from a completely flat relationship.
An alternative scenario is to imagine that there is frequency-dependent selection at work and that what one sees in
the population is a mixed strategy. We will not propose a detailed model of such frequency-dependent selection, but
we note that it could arise from shifts in the behavior, population size, species composition, and phenologies of
pollinators. For our purposes, what matters about frequency-dependent selection is that, at an ESS, one expects the
relative frequency of alternative phenotypes to be adjusted so that they have equal realized fitnesses. In this case, a
regression of realized fitness against time of flowering would indeed initially show no relationship because the numbers
of flowers at each flowering period are adjusted such that the realized fitness gain per flower is equal. However, as
the relative frequencies of different classes change (via shifts in the distribution of flowering times due to selection),
this fitness equilibration would be expected to break down.
Finally, as briefly noted in the main text, flowering time could be correlated with other traits (in ways not directly
measured in our study) such that stabilizing selection indirectly governs it. All of these possibilities would require
much more detailed future study. As also noted in the main text, these alternative evolutionary scenarios would likely
make it harder for selection to rescue Trillium populations from extinction.
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